UTSA Neuroscience Symposium
Dopamine Neurons & Motivated Behavior
October 13th, 2016 hosted by the UTSA Neuroscience Institute

Symposium AM Session
Multi Purpose Room - BSE 2.102
9:30 Opening remarks - Drs. Wilson & Wanat

9:45-10:45 Patricia Janak, PhD, Bloomberg Distinguished Professor
Johns Hopkins University
Refining Roles for Dopamine in Learning

10:45-11:45 Stan Floresco, PhD, Professor
University of British Columbia
Uncertainty, Choice, and Dopamine

11:50-12:50 Break for Lunch

Symposium PM Session
Multi Purpose Room - BSE 2.102

1:00-2:00 Matthew Wanat, PhD, Associate Professor
University of Texas at San Antonio
Putting Dopamine Release and Behavior in Context

2:00-3:00 Hitoshi Morikawa, PhD, Associate Professor
University of Texas at Austin
Synaptic Plasticity in the Dopamine Circuit: Does Timing Matter?

3:00-3:15 15 minute break

3:15-4:15 Nao Uchida, PhD, Professor
Harvard University
Dissecting Neural Circuits underlying Dopamine Prediction Errors

4:15-5:30 Panel Discussion & Podcast Recording